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WhatCS211 is all about (1/2)

From the course abstract:

• CS211 teaches foundational software design skills at a small-to-medium
scale. Wewill grow fromwriting single functions towriting interacting
systemsof several components.

• Weaim toprovide a bridge from the student-orientedHtDP languages
(that is, CS 111) to real, industry-standard languages and tools. LikeC11,
theUNIX shell,Make,C++14, andCLion.

• In the first half…
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WhatCS211 is all about (2/2)

From the course abstract:

• In the first half, you’ll learn the basics of imperative programming and
manualmemorymanagement using theCprogramming language.

This
will help you formconnections between the high-level programming
concepts you learned inCS 111 and the low-levelmachine concepts you
will learn inCS213.

• In the secondhalf, we’ll transition toC++,which provides abstraction
mechanisms such as classes and templates thatweuse to express our
design ideas. We’ll learn how todefineour own, new types that act like
the built-in ones.

• Topics include…
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Topics

• Languagemechanisms

▶ Newsyntax for functional programming: expressions, values,
conditionals, variables, functions

▶ Imperative programming
▶ Statements: sequencing, iteration
▶ Mutation: objects, assignment

▶ Memory allocation on the stack and the heap
▶ Representing informationwith structs, arrays, pointers
▶ Static types, type erasure, generics

• Design techniques

▶ Data abstraction: defining our own types
▶ Memorymanagement via ownership andborrowing
▶ RAII: ResourceAcquisition Is Initialization

• Engineering practices

▶ Testing: for gaining confidence in our software
▶ Debugging: to seewhat’s happening inmemory
▶ TheUnix shell: a compositional user interface
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Gradecomposition

what % when #

programming homeworks 65.0% Tuesdays 6

lab quizzes 5.0% Sundays* 8

final project prose 7.5% Thursdays 1

final project code 22.5% Tu,Mar 9 1

* Except Lab1, which is due this Thursday (Jan 14)!

9



Homework policies

• Twowill be doneon your own (HW1&HW5)

• Mostwill be pair-programmedwith a registeredpartner

• Don’t get behind!

• You’ll need to do a self evaluation for each

• Nocheating…
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Levels of collaboration
Wedefine three levels of collaboration*:

1. PartnerCollaboration
▶ Your code and the other student’s code are identical because you share it

andwork on it together
▶ Only for registeredpartners on specified homeworks

2. CloseCollaboration
▶ Youcommunicate about codehowever you see fit
▶ Only acceptablewhenworking on labs

3. Arms-lengthCollaboration
▶ Youdiscuss problemsand solutions at a high level
▶ MAYNOT read,write, look at, record, or transcribe code in question
▶ MAYNOThave the code upon screenduring collaboration
▶ MUSTsubmit a file named COLLABORATION.txt that lists your arms-length

collaborators

* Refer to the syllabus for the official version of this policy.
12
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Academic honesty

InCS211, we take cheating very seriously.

• Cheating iswhen you:

▶ Share (give or receive) homework codewith anyonewho is neither
course staff nor your official, registeredpartner

▶ Obtain code fromanoutside resource, such asStackOverflow

• Pleasedon’t do these things,because:

▶ If you don’twrite code, youwon’t learn; try to embrace the struggle!
▶ All suspected cheatingwill be reported to the relevant dean for

investigation

• If unsure about your particular situation, ask the instructor or other
course staff

• For the official policy, please see theCollaboration andAcademic Integrity
section of the syllabus

13

https://canvas.northwestern.edu/courses/130518/assignments/syllabus#collaboration
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Getting help

• Synch. Your course staff has online officehours:

Instructors: JesseTov (M/W, 10–11:30AMCT)
BrandenGhena (Tu/Th, 3:30-5PMCT)

GradTA: YihanZhang

Peer TAs: BenCaterine, NicoleChen, NaythenFarr,
BenFisk, JulesGilligan, David Jin,
MaeMastin, AlexSaavedra

The schedule andZoom links are onCanvas.

• Asynch. Askquestions onCampuswire:

https://campuswire.com/c/G0D1CAAD8
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Advice

• If you’re considering dropping, please talk tome first.

• Theonly prereq isCS 111, so if you succeeded there then you absolutely
dobelong here.

• If you find the course difficult, that’s because it is difficult.

• Bekind to eachother.
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Relative homework difficulties

HW Difficulty

1 3

2 5
3 7
4 11
5 6
6 8
FP 10ish*

(On a scale from 1 to 10)

* But really it’s up to you
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